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When it comes to musical theatre, few performers can command the stage like
Michael Senior. With a voice that can reach the back row of any theater and a
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passion that ignites the souls of the audience, Senior has earned his place as
one of the greatest belters in Broadway history. From his awe-inspiring rendition
of classic showtunes to the emotional depth he brings to each character, he
continues to captivate audiences night after night, earning him a well-deserved
place in the Broadway Belter Songbook.

Unleashing the Powerhouse Voice

Michael Senior's vocal prowess is a force to be reckoned with. With a range that
seems limitless and a depth of emotion that resonates with audiences, he has the
ability to transport listeners to another world. From the heart-wrenching ballads to
the awe-inspiring anthems, Senior's voice fills the theater and leaves a lasting
impression on all who hear it. His ability to effortlessly transition between notes
and reach incredible high and low points showcases his remarkable control over
his instrument. It's no wonder that Senior's performances are often met with
standing ovations and roaring applause.

A Journey through the Broadway Belter Songbook

The Broadway Belter Songbook is a collection of some of the most dynamic and
challenging songs in musical theater history. From iconic numbers like "Defying
Gravity" from Wicked to the emotionally charged "Rose's Turn" from Gypsy, these
songs require a special kind of performer to truly bring them to life. Michael
Senior's interpretation of these songs is nothing short of breathtaking. Whether
he's belting out the triumphant notes of "And I Am Telling You I'm Not Going" from
Dreamgirls or the haunting melodies of "Memory" from Cats, Senior's renditions
are always authentic, powerful, and deeply moving.
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The Essence of Belting: Passion and Skill

Belting is a singing technique used in musical theater to create a powerful sound
that can cut through an orchestra and reach the farthest corners of a theater. It
requires a combination of passion, skill, and technical training. Michael Senior
embodies all of these qualities, and more. His love for the craft shines through in
every note he hits, and his dedication to perfecting his technique is evident in his
flawless performances. Senior's belting is not just about hitting high notes; it's
about connecting with the audience on a visceral level, delivering a performance
that leaves a lasting impact and enthralls all who witness it.

Legacy and Influence

Michael Senior's talent and artistry have left an indelible mark on the world of
musical theater. His performances have inspired countless aspiring performers to
pursue their dreams and embrace their own unique voices. Senior's ability to
convey raw emotion through his singing has set the standard for belters in the
industry, and his passion for the craft continues to influence performers and
audiences alike. His contribution to the Broadway Belter Songbook is a testament
to his enduring legacy and his undeniable impact on the world of musical theatre.
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Michael Senior is a true powerhouse vocalist whose talent and passion have
solidified his place in the Broadway Belter Songbook. His ability to captivate an
audience with a single note is a testament to his unparalleled skill and dedication
to his craft. From his awe-inspiring renditions of beloved showtunes to his ability
to convey deep emotion through his singing, Senior is a force to be reckoned
with. As the Broadway Belter Songbook continues to evolve, one thing is certain:
Michael Senior's name will forever be etched in its glorious pages, reminding
generations to come of the power and magic that can be found in musical theatre.

Written by: Your Name
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(Vocal Collection). 40 songs for the Broadway belter. All songs have been
especially chosen for this voice type, with careful attention to range and key. This
expanded third edition features songs from classic to contemporary shows
arranged for voice with piano accompaniment. Contents: And All That Jazz (from
CHICAGO) * And I Am Telling You I'm Not Going (from DREAMGIRLS) * Another
Hundred People (from COMPANY) * Astonishing (from LITTLE WOMEN) *
Broadway Baby (from FOLLIES) * Burn (from HAMILTON) * Cabaret (from
CABARET) * A Change in Me (from BEAUTY AND THE BEAST: THE
BROADWAY MUSICAL) * Defying Gravity (from WICKED) * Don't Cry for Me
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Argentina (from EVITA) * Don't Rain on My Parade (from FUNNY GIRL) *
Everything's Coming Up Roses (from GYPSY) * Fly, Fly Away (from CATCH ME
IF YOU CAN) * Gimme Gimme (from THOROUGHLY MODERN MILLIE) *
Heaven Help My Heart (from CHESS) * The History of Wrong Guys (from KINKY
BOOTS) * How Did We Come to This? (from THE WILD PARTY) * I Am Playing
Me (from title of show ) * I Can Do Better than That (from THE LAST FIVE
YEARS) * I Can Hear the Bells (from HAIRSPRAY) * I Don't Know How to Love
Him (from JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR) * I Dreamed a Dream (from LES
MISERABLES) * I'd Give My Life for You (from MISS SAIGON) * I'm Not Afraid of
Anything (from SONGS FOR A NEW WORLD) * Losing My Mind (from FOLLIES)
* Maybe This Time (from CABARET) * Memory (from CATS) * The Miller's Son
(from A LITTLE NIGHT MUSIC) * On My Own (from LES MISERABLES) * Pulled
(from The Addams Family) * Safer from (FIRST DATE) * Show Off (from THE
DROWSY CHAPERONE) * Someone Else's Story (from CHESS) * Special (from
AVENUE Q) * Still Hurting (from THE LAST FIVE YEARS) * Tell Me on a Sunday
(from SONG & DANCE) * There's a Fine, Fine Line (from AVENUE Q) * Watch
What Happens (from NEWSIES) * Whatever Happened to My Part? (from
MONTY PYTHON'S SPAMALOT) * You Learn to Live Without (from IF/THEN)
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